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ABSTRACT

Learning based single image super resolution (SISR) methods have achieved notable results, however, they require large datasets for training, and may struggle when there is a mismatch between the testing and training data. To overcome these drawbacks, we propose an approach, named U-FRESH, which only requires a small dataset but can achieve state-of-the-art performance also in the presence of training and testing mismatches. We accomplish this by leveraging a method called FRESH, which enhances the image resolution using FRI theory. We start upscaling from the FRESH generated low resolution image. To minimize the reconstruction error, we propose a new regression selection technique to make the mapping more reliable and robust, and a wavelet based back projection technique to improve the quality of the reconstructed image. Based on U-FRESH, we also propose a new framework based on JPEG 2000 for image compression. Numerical results show that our U-FRESH method achieves state-of-the-art performance in SISR and provides better compression results than JPEG 2000.

Index Terms— single image super resolution, image compression, local linear regression.

1. INTRODUCTION

Single image super resolution (SISR) aims to recover a high resolution (HR) image from a single low resolution (LR) one. This inverse process is highly ill-posed, because one LR image may correspond to many different HR images. In order to reduce this ambiguity, many methods have been proposed, which can be typically classified into two broad categories: methods that use external dictionaries, e.g., [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] and methods based on self-learning or some forms of constrained reconstruction that do not require external datasets, e.g., [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Algorithms that use external dictionaries are based on the idea that each patch in one image can find similar patches in other images. By retrieving the high frequency component from these similar patches, the current patch resolution can be enhanced. The most popular way to retrieve the high frequency is by learning the relationship between LR and HR patches. According to the learning strategies, SISR methods based on external dictionaries can be further divided into methods based on neighbour embedding [1, 2], sparse coding [3, 4], direct mapping [6, 7, 8, 9, 10], and deep learning [11, 12, 13].

Despite their efficiency, methods based on external dictionaries require a large dataset for training, which may not be available. Moreover, the SR performance is seriously affected by the similarity between the training and testing data. In contrast, we have recently seen the developments of methods which do not require external dictionaries, but which are approximately as efficient as those using external datasets, e.g., [15, 16, 17, 18]. In particular, FRESH [15] leverages the theory of sampling signals with finite rate of innovation (FRI) [19, 20] to solve the SISR problem and obtains competitive results. Specifically, FRESH treats the LR image as the low-pass version of a wavelet decomposition and uses FRI theory to infer the missing wavelet coefficients. Each image line is modeled as a piece-wise smooth signal, which can be split into a piece-wise polynomial and a global smooth functions. The former is reconstructed using FRI theory and the latter using linear reconstruction. Although FRESH obtains good results, the limitation is that the piece-wise smooth model assumption is not accurate. Therefore, FRESH performs well on edges but may struggle otherwise.

In this paper, we aim to get the best out of the two approaches, and we do so by introducing U-FRESH which combines FRESH with a new low-complexity learning approach. The key insight here is that learning from external datasets is helpful but if strong priors are available, the training complexity and the size of the external datasets can be significantly reduced. Compared to other methods, an important advantage of U-FRESH is that we can achieve better SISR performance with less training images, i.e., only a fraction of others [4, 5, 8, 9, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13], and we are more resilient to the mismatch (i.e., using different blurring kernels) between the training and testing data. For resolution enhancement, U-FRESH employs the local regression learning approach as in [7, 10] but with some important changes: 1) different from other methods which start upscaling from bicubic interpolated LR images, we start from a higher position, the FRESH generated LR images. This allows us to use a smaller dataset for training, because the LR images generated by FRESH already contain
many high-frequency details. 2) a new regression selection algorithm is proposed to make the mapping more reliable and robust.

In addition to SISR, we also apply U-FRESH to image compression. Since U-FRESH is built around FRESH which treats LR images as low-pass versions of a wavelet decomposition, U-FRESH is a natural candidate to improve the performance of JPEG 2000 [21], which is a state-of-the-art image coding system based on wavelet technology. We focus on low bit-rate settings and in our approach, as shown in Fig. 1, instead of directly compressing the HR image, we perform discrete wavelet transform (DWT) on the HR image and only compress the low-pass subband using JPEG 2000. After that, we apply U-FRESH on the decoded low-pass image to upscale it to the original resolution. In this way, we can get good compression results even at low bit-rates.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the proposed U-FRESH method and show how we tailor it for image compression. In Section 3, we show the performance of U-FRESH in both SISR and image compression scenarios. Section 4 concludes this paper.

2. PROPOSED APPROACH

2.1. Training

The training set contains only 20 images randomly selected from BSD300 dataset\(^1\), which is much less than those used in other methods. Following [15], we first perform 2-D DWT on the HR images to extract the low-pass sub-bands. We then apply FRESH [15] on the low-pass sub-bands to obtain LR images, as Fig. 2 shows.

Patch pairs selection. After obtaining the LR and HR patch pairs, we perform feature extraction. The LR-HR patch pairs are normalized first, then as in [10], we use the mean-removed LR patch as the LR feature. The HR feature is the HR patch after removing the mean value of its corresponding LR patch. For effective training, we remove the smooth patches with small variance. We also discard the patch pairs which have low correlation coefficients (CC), since we notice that patch pairs with low CC values can degrade the training performance. The CC value between the LR and HR feature vectors \(\mathbf{f}_l\) and \(\mathbf{f}_h\) is given by

\[
\rho(\mathbf{f}_l, \mathbf{f}_h) = \frac{\langle \mathbf{f}_l, \mathbf{f}_h \rangle}{\|\mathbf{f}_l\|_2 \|\mathbf{f}_h\|_2},
\]

where \(\langle \cdot \rangle\) indicates the inner product.

Linear regression. We use K-means clustering algorithm to split the training set in \(K\) groups with centroids \(\{\mathbf{C}_i\}_{i=1}^K\). Here, we decided to use linear regression to learn the mappings, instead of other mapping algorithms such as sparse coding, because linear regression is more suited to reconstruct the smooth and textured regions where the FRESH algorithm, which our U-FRESH is based on, struggles.

2.2. Reliable Regression Selection

After training, we have obtained \(K\) regressions \(\{\mathbf{R}_i\}_{i=1}^K\) for clusters with centroids \(\{\mathbf{C}_i\}_{i=1}^K\). In the testing, given an input LR feature, the most important step is to select a reliable regression which can map the LR feature to HR feature with the smallest error. The traditional way is to look for the nearest centroid to the input LR feature and select its corresponding regression matrix to do the mapping [10]. However, this mapping can be unreliable, especially when the LR feature is located far away from the centroid. Dai et.al have realised this problem and they proposed to optimize the regression calculation by clustering samples based on the regression instead of sample values [9]. Different from [9], we propose a new technique to select the most

---

\(^1\)The training dataset used in this paper can be downloaded from https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bzxdhi861FZacjIkekIDdFJCeDg/view?usp=sharing.
reliable regression for the input LR through estimating the reconstruction error, with the following three steps:

**Step 1.** Given an input LR feature, instead of searching for its nearest centroid, we use k-nearest neighbour (kNN) algorithm to search for its N nearest centroids. Typically, N = 3.

**Step 2.** From the samples in the N nearest clusters, we select M nearest samples to the LR input. These MLR samples form a subset \( S^1_M \), and their corresponding HR samples form a subset \( S^2_M \).

**Step 3.** From the N nearest clusters, we can have N regressions forming a regression set \( R_M \). For each regression, we calculate its reconstruction error on the M samples gathered in Step 2, and choose as the regression the one that leads to the smallest error, as formulated in Eq. (5):

\[
R = \arg\min_{R} \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^{M} \| h_m - R \ell_m \|_2^2,
\]

where \( R \in \{ R_M \}, h_m \in \{ S^1_M \}, \) and \( \ell_m \in \{ S^2_M \} \).

To further enhance the super-resolved image quality, we use another two important steps: the wavelet based back projection (WBP) and ensemble learning based resolution enhancement. WBP is to ensure that the estimated HR image is consistent with the input LR image. Recall that we treat LR images as the low-pass sub-band of the HR images. Thus, given the super-resolved HR image, we do wavelet decomposition, and replace its low-pass band with the original LR input but keep its high-pass sub-bands unchanged. Finally, benefitting from the power of ensemble learning [22], we create different variations of LR images through affine transformation, i.e., four LR variations with rotations \{0, 90, 180, 270\} and average their HR estimates to obtain the final HR image.

In this paper, the cascaded structure is employed to implement upscaling for scaling factors larger than 2, e.g., 4×. We first do upscaling by scaling factor 2, and then after error correction by WBP, we further do upscaling by 2. Note that the second U-FRESH regressions need to be re-trained.

### 2.3. Application to image compression

To apply U-FRESH to image compression, we need to establish a training dataset different from that of SISR. In the context of image compression, as shown in Fig.1, the U-FRESH algorithm is used to map the decoded low-pass images to the HR images. Thus, to prepare the LR training images, we first do DWT on the HR image to get the low-pass images and then apply JPEG 2000 to compress them. After that, we perform FRESH on the decoded low-pass images to obtain the LR training images. The mappings between the LR and HR pairs are re-trained for image compression.

### 3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the experiments, two datasets were used for testing, including 5 images from Set5 [23] and 14 images from Set14 [4]. All the test pictures were changed from RGB to YCbCr format and only the luminance channel was used for testing.

#### Parameters setting

In the training, the threshold for removing smooth patches is 0.5 and the threshold of CC value is 0.65. In the regression step, \( \lambda \) is 0.01. In reliable regression selection, we use \( K=2048, N=3 \) and \( M=128 \). The patch size is 5×5 for upsampling by 2 and 9×9 for upsampling by 4.

#### SISR performance

Since the blurring kernel in practical scenario usually cannot be predicted, we evaluated the SISR performance of our method in two cases: 1) the training and testing processes use the same blurring kernel; 2) the testing process uses arbitrary blurring kernels different from that used during the training. Table 1 shows the PSNR and SSIM [24] results of our and other methods in the first case. For fair comparison, the blurring kernel in all methods was modified to be bior4.4 as [15], and all the dictionaries and network were retrained using this kernel. We can see that our method consistently outperforms all the other methods. Specifically, for 2× upsampling, we improve PSNR by 0.18 dB in Set5 and 0.25 dB in Set14, compared with the second best SRNCNN [11]. For 4× upsampling, we achieve 0.22 dB PSNR improvement in Set5 and 0.18 dB improvement in Set14, compared with the second best FRESH [15]. Note that we only use 20 training images while others [1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 11] use 91 images. We can use less training images and still achieve better SR performance, because the FRESH generated LR images already include some high frequency details which do not need to be recovered again from training images. For visual comparisons, Fig. 3 shows the 4× upsampling results on Butterfly. We can see that our U-FRESH method can generate sharper edges with less ringing artifacts.
Fig. 3. SISR results of Butterfly by our and other methods with 4× upscaling. The values in the bracket are PSNR/SSIM.

Table 2 presents the PSNR results of our method in the second case, i.e., the testing process uses different kernels from the training which uses bior4.4. We compare the results with other two state-of-the-art deep learning based methods, CSCN[12] and VDSR[13], and we can see that our method is more resilient to the mismatches in the blurring kernels while [12] and [13] can be seriously affected2, e.g., bior2.4 kernel.

Image compression performance. We compare our compression results with JPEG 2000 at different bit rates, with the improvements shown in Table 3. As can be seen, our compression method improves significantly over JPEG 2000 at small bit rates. Specifically, at 0.2 bit per pixel (bpp), we achieve nearly 0.4 dB improvement over JPEG 2000 in Set 14. Fig. 4 compares visually the compressed images and we can see that our method achieves higher reconstruction quality than JPEG 2000.

Table 3. The improvement of our method over JPEG 2000.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bitrate (bpp)</th>
<th>Net5</th>
<th>Set14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSNR</td>
<td>SSIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.0987</td>
<td>0.0071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1807</td>
<td>0.0080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3337</td>
<td>0.0101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3635</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an U-FRESH method for SISR and image compression. Benefitting from FRESH, our method only needs a small dataset for training. We develop a reliable

2Here, we simply use the trained network of [12] and [13] which use bicubic as training kernel. In our method, the training kernel is bior4.4, which is also different from the testing kernels.
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